TOY # 030A

NAME: Stacktivities

PIECES: 4 pieces

AGE: 1-3 years

PRICE: $17.00

LEVEL: toddler, preschool

MANUFACTURER: Discovery Toys

LINK:
https://sl.ocls.ca/uhtbin/cgisirsi/x/0/0/57/5/0?searchdata1=266858%7BCKEY%7D&searchfield1=GENERAL%5ESUBJECT%5EGENERAL%5E%5E&user_id=WEBSERVER

DESCRIPTION: 4 colourful plastic sections

CHILDREN AND PLAY: There is so much to discover and explore with this Stacktivities tower. They can twist, twirl, whirl, and rattle the many moving parts. Stack the four sections according to the shapes on the ends and pop the peek a boo teddy and puppy through the tip of the tower topper. This activity can introduce shapes, colours, letters, and numbers as it helps little ones to strengthen their fine motor skills.

SKILL DEVELOPMENT: Social skills
Language:
- receptive
- expressive
Colour recognition
Sound recognition
Trial and error skills

CARE: As a courtesy to others, please return toy clean and intact.